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CP violation effects and high energy neutrinos

Paolo Lipari*
Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita` di Roma ‘‘La Sapienza’’ and INFN, Sezione di Roma, P. A. Moro 2, I-00185 Roma, Italy

~Received 5 February 2001; published 29 June 2001!

This work discusses critically the prospects of measuringCP andT violation effects in high-energy neutrino
factories. For this purpose we develop, in the standard framework with three neutrino flavors, simple expres-
sions for the oscillation probabilities in matter that are valid for highEn . All CP violating effects vanish}En

23

and are very difficult to detect with high-energy neutrinos. A significantly easier task is the determination of the
absolute valueudu of the phase in then mixing matrix that controls theCP andT violation effects, performing
precision measurements of theCP andT conserving part of the oscillation probabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of atmospheric@1# and solar@2# neutrinos
have recently given evidence or strong indications that n
trino oscillations exist. These results, together with import
constraints from reactor experiments@3#, give us precious
information about the neutrino masses and mixing that
hope will be of great value to develop an understanding
physics beyond the standard model. In this work we w
assume that the oscillations are only between the th
known n flavors, and the surprising and potentially extra
dinarily important results of the Liquid Scintillation Neutrin
Detector~LSND! @4# will be neglected.

There is currently a very active interest in the planning
future experimental studies onn flavor transitions; the pos
sibility to observeCP and T violation effects inn oscilla-
tions ~see Refs.@5–7#! is perhaps the most fascinating pe
spective. Neutrino factories@8# have been proposed as
method to provide intense and well controlled beams to p
form these studies. Two fundamental properties of a neut
factory experiment are the energyEm of the muon beam and
the neutrino path lengthL. Many proponents of a neutrin
factory experimental program are advocating highEm @9#, in
fact as high as technically possible (Em;50 GeV or more!
and a long path length (L;3000–7000 km). Other propo
nents @10–12# are advocating a much lower muon ener
(Em;1 GeV) and a shorter path length (L;100 km) ~for
the possibility of a low-energyn factory, see Ref.@13#!. A
critical discussion of the limits and merits of the two optio
is necessary.

The study of directT-violation effects, comparing, fo
example, the probabilities for the transitionsnm→ne andne
→nm , is in principle very attractive@14#; however, untiln
beams of extraordinary purity become technically feasib
this study requires the identification of the flavor and elec
charge ofe6; this is very difficult to do in a very massiv
detector such as those required for these studies.

The study ofCP violation effects suffers because of
fundamental problem: it is essentially impossible to constr
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on Earth twoCP antisymmetric long baseline experiment
becausen ’s or n̄ ’s propagate in a medium of electrons an
quarks~and not positrons and antiquarks!. The effects of the
medium on then flavors transitions are in general large, a
even in the presence of aCP symmetric fundamental La
grangian one will findP(na→nb)ÞP(nb→na).

The fundamental motivation of the ‘‘low-energy option
is to perform the measurements where the asymmetry
duced by the matter effects is neglibly small. Since the m
ter effects grow withEn , this requires low-energy neutrinos
however, because of the difficulty in focusing low-ener
neutrinos, the smallness of interaction cross sections, and
difficulty of flavor identifications the experimental cha
lenges are daunting.

The key point in favor of the choice of a very highEm for
a neutrino factory is that the rate of neutrino events increa
}Em

3 . This impressively rapid growth of the event rate
readily understood as the consequence of two effects:
average energy of the secondary neutrinos grows line
with Em , and to a good approximationsn}En ; moreover,
the angular opening of the neutrino beam shrinks asg22

5(Em /mm)22, correspondingly, the intensity of then flu-
ence at a far detector increases as}Em

2 . What is not often
sufficiently stressed is that increasingEm one has to pay a
very high price: the fluence of lower energy neutrinos~for a
constant number of muon decays! is suppressed}Em

21 . For
example, assuming a perfect focusing, nonpolarized m
beam, and approximatingbm.1, the fluence of electron~an-
ti!neutrinos is

fne
~En!5

12Nm

pL2

En
2

mm
2 Em

S 12
En

Em
DQ@Em2En#, ~1!

whereNm is the number of useful muon decays,mm is the
muon mass, andQ is the step function~the fluence vanishes
for En.Em). Examples of the fluence are shown in Figs.
and 2. The key point is the fact that forEn much smaller than
Em the fluence has the simple form}En

2/Em .
What is important in the experimental program of cour

is not the number ofn events but the size of the effects of th
oscillations on the event rates, and actually still more imp
tant is the size of theneweffects that one wants to study. Th
oscillation probabilities are suppressed for highEn , and

-
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PAOLO LIPARI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
therefore it is not immediately obvious that the rapid grow
of the event rate with increasingEm is sufficient to compen-
sate for the suppression of the oscillation probability
higher energy neutrinos. One should also take into acco
the fact that largerEn means larger matter effects, and the
fore requires a larger ‘‘subtraction’’ to extract the fundame
tal CP violation effects from the data.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the size of theCP
violation effects for high-energy neutrinos. In this wo
‘‘high energy’’ means the energy range where, for a givenn
path lengthL, the transition probabilities decrease monoto
cally to zero with growingEn . This happens for

En*
uDm23

2 uL
2p

50.81S L

103 km
D S uDm23

2 u

331023 eV2D GeV,

~2!

that is, for En larger than few GeV even for the longe

FIG. 1. Electron neutrino fluence (dfne
/dEn) in a neutrino fac-

tory machine. The different curves are calculated for a fixed num
of unpolarizedm decays, with different energy:Em55, 10, 20, and
40 GeV. Note that increasingEm the integratedn fluence increases
}En

2 , but the fluence at low energy decreases.

FIG. 2. Electron neutrino fluence in a neutrino factory mach
(dfne

/d log En).
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possible distances. This is the energy range where the
posed high-energy neutrino factories will have most of th
rate.

As we will discuss in more detail later@see Eq.~32!#, for
large En the oscillation probabilities have the followin
dominant functional dependences on then energy and the
path length:

Pne→nm
;En

22L2,

DPne→nm
~CP!;En

23L3, ~3!

DPne→nm
~matter!;En

23L4.

The key point is that theCP violation effects vanish rap-
idly with increasing energy. Also important to note is the fa
that the fundamentalCP violation effects and matter effect
have the same asymptotic energy dependence, but diffe
dependences on the path lengthL. Integrating these prob
abilities over the expected energy spectrum for a neutr
factory far detector one finds the following scaling laws f
different signals:

Rate;Em
3 L22,

Ratene→nm
;EmL0,

~4!
DRatene→nm

~CP!;Em
0 L,

DRatene→nm
~matter!;Em

0 L2.

The rate of ‘‘oscillated events’’ is approximately indepe
dent from the path lengthL and grows linearly withEm . The
first effect is the result of cancellation between the decre
}L22 of the neutrino fluence, and the growth}L2 of the
oscillation probabilities with increasing distance. TheEm de-
pendence is the result of the combination of the decreas
the oscillation probability}En

22 , with the growth of the
neutrino fluence and cross section. The contribution ofCP
~or T) violation effects on the event rate is, however, a
proximately independent ofEm reflecting a cancellation of o
the energy depedenceDPn(CP)}En

23 with the growth of
the neutrino fluence and cross section. TheCP andT viola-
tion effects are therefore more and more difficult to obse
with increasingEm , because the size of theCP violating
effects on the rate is constant, while the ‘‘background’’ d
to the CP conserving part of the oscillation probability in
creases linearly withEm .

The simple argument that we have outlined is appare
in conflict with the results of previous works that clai
@15,16# that the larger theEm the higher the sensitivity to the
phased. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is sim
to understand and quite instructive. The leading term of
oscillation probability

Pleading5Pnm→ne

(0) 5Pne→nm

(0) 5Pn̄m→ n̄e

(0)
5Pn̄e→ n̄m

(0)
5Alead

L2

En
2

~5!
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e
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CP VIOLATION EFFECTS AND HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
is equal for all four channels related by aCP or T operation;
however, the constantAlead depends on the value of cosd.
The rate of oscillated events generated by this term is in
pendent fromL and grows linearly withEm ; therefore, in
principle, the higher the muon energy the more precisely
constantAlead can be measured, and cosd determined. A sig-
nificant part of the sensitivity~or ‘‘reach’’ in parameter
space! for the phased claimed for high-energy neutrino fac
tories actually can be understood simply as the result o
very high precision measurement of the leading term in
oscillation probability.

There are two important considerations that should, ho
ever, be made. The first one is that to transform a meas
ment of the constantAlead into a measurement of cosd re-
quires independent measurements with sufficient preci
also of all other parameters in the neutrino mass matrix~two
squared mass differences and three angles! and a sufficiently
precise knowledge of the material along the neutrino path
second consideration is that this measurement has a fu
mental ambiguity. AllCP violating effects are proportiona
to sind. The leading term in the oscillation probability is
CP andT invariant quantity, and in fact depends only on t
module usindu. A measurement of cosd that resulted in a
value different from 0 or 1 would imply the existence ofCP
andT violations effects in the lepton sector and allow a p
diction of their size but not of their sign. Of course, such
result would be of extraordinary importance, however,
limitations should be clearly understood.
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The paper is organized as follows: in the next section
discuss our conventions for the neutrino mixing matrix, S
III gives a qualitative discussion of the ‘‘geometrical mea
ing’’ of the phased, Sec. IV discusses then mixing in mat-
ter, and Secs. V and VI discuss then oscillation probabilities
in vacuum and in a homogeneous medium. In these sect
we develop an expression for the oscillation probability
matter as a power series inEn

21 that can be very useful for an
understanding of the potential of high-energy machines. S
tions VII and VIII contain a discussion and some conc
sions. Appendix A contains a detailed derivation of the m
important result of this paper@Eq. ~32!#; additional material
is in Apppendixes B and C.

II. THE NEUTRINO MIXING MATRIX

We will consider in this work oscillations among thre
neutrinos. The flavor and mass eigenstates are related
unitary mixing matrixU:

una&5(
j

Ua j un j&. ~6!

For n̄ ’s the mixing is given by the complex conjugate matr
U* . The mixing matrixU can be parametrized in terms o
three mixing angles (u12, u13, u23) and oneCP violating
phased. We will use the convention suggested by the P
ticle Data Group~PDG! @17#:
U5S 1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 2s23 c23

D S c13 0 s13e
2 id

0 1 0

2s13e
id 0 c13

D S c12 s12 0

2s12 c12 0

0 0 1
D

5S c12c13 s12c13 s13e
2 id

2s12c232c12s13s23e
id c12c232s12s13s23e

id c13s23

s12s232c12s13c23e
id 2c12s232s12s13c23e

id c13c23

D , ~7!
the

i-

int
of

e-
f a
where we have used the notationsjk5sinujk and cjk
5cosujk . We need to specify a convention for the labeli
of the mass eigenstates. We will define the stateun3& as the
‘‘most isolated’’ neutrino andun1& as the lightest betwee
the remaining two states. Callingm1 , m2, andm3 the three
mass eigenvalues and defining

Dmjk
2 5mk

22mj
2 ~8!

we therefore have thatDm12
2 is positive by definition, while

Dm23
2 can have both signs, moreover,uDm23

2 u.Dm12
2 . The

three mixing angles are then defined in the entire first qu
rant: u jkP@0,p/2#, while the phase is defined in the interv
dP@2p,p#. All points in this parameter space represe
physically distinct solutions and parametrize an experim
tally distinguishable ‘‘neutrino world.’’
d-

t
-

For completeness we note that other conventions for
domain of variability of the mixing parameters~for the same
parametrization of the mixing matrix we are using! are pos-
sible. Sinces13 andd enter the matrix always in the comb
nation s13e

2 id and 2s13e
id, it is possible, for example, to

enlarge the domain of definition ofu13 to the interval
@2p/2,p/2#, reducing the interval of definition of the
phase:dP@0,p#; the point (u13,2udu) of the conventions
used in this paper is then mapped into the po
(2u13,udu). It is also common to consider both signs
Dm12

2 as possible. In this case, however, the angleu12 varies
only in the interval@0,p/4# with the point (u12,2uDm12

2 u) of
the new convention mapped into the point (p/2
2u12,uDm12

2 u) of our convention.
In the following discussion it will be sometimes conv

nient to consider a single quantity with the dimension o
2-3
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PAOLO LIPARI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
squared mass. In these cases we will use the largest squ
mass differenceDm23

2 as a dimensional quantity and the ad
mensional ratio

x125
Dm12

2

Dm23
2

~9!

to obtain the other squared mass differences:Dm12
2

5x12Dm23
2 , Dm13

2 5(11x12)Dm23
2 . The sign ofx12 is equal

to the sign ofDm23
2 .

The Super-Kamiokande data on atmospheric neutrinos@1#
indicate thatuDm23

2 u is in the range 2 –531023 eV2 and the
angleu23 is close top/4, while u13 cannot be large. Reacto
experiments@3# like Chooz and Palo Verde have obtain
stringent upper limits on sin2 2u13, that together with the
result of SK tell us thatu13 is small (sin2 u13&0.05). The
data on solar neutrinos@2# can be interpreted as evidence f
oscillations, and give information on the the anglesu12 and
Dm12

2 ~with a constraint ofu13, that has to be small in agree
ment with terrestrial experiments!. The allowed region in the
parameter space is composed of discrete regions, only on
which, the so-called large mixing angle~LMA ! solution with
Dm12

2 ;1025–1024 eV2 and u12 close to ~but less than!
p/4, gives us a reasonable chance to observeCP violation
effects inn oscillations in a standard three flavor picture.

III. THE ‘‘GEOMETRICAL’’ MEANING OF zdz

The three mixing angles have simple ‘‘geometrica
meaning in determining the overlapsu^naun j&u2 between fla-
vor and matter eigenstates:~1! The angleu13 determines how
much electron flavor is in the stateun3&, and how much is
shared betweenun1& and un2& ~fractions sin2 u13 and cos2 u13
respectively!; ~2! the angleu23 describes how the nonelec
tron content of the stateun3& is shared betweennm and nt
~fractions sin2 u23 and cos2 u23); ~3! the angleu12 describes
how the electron flavor not taken by theun3& is shared be-
tween theun1& and theun2& ~fractions cos2 u12 and sin2 u12).

It is possible and instructive to consider also the ‘‘ge
metrical’’ meaning of the absolute value of the phaseudu that
enters in theCP conserving part of the oscillation probabil
ties. For this purpose it can be useful to use a graph
representation of the mixing matrix with ‘‘flavor boxes,’’ thi
representation has been used before by several autho
particular by A. Smirnov@18#. Some examples of this repre
sentation are shown in Fig. 3. Each panel in the figure sh
the flavor content of the three neutrino mass eigenstate
the three panels the values of the three mixing angle
identical, but the value of the phased changes. The phaseudu
determines how the muon and tau flavor not taken by
un3& is shared between theun1& and theun2&. For d50 the
un1& has the largest~smallest! nm (nt) component, while for
d5p the situation is reversed. It is easy to see that
u^nmun1&u2 overlap grows monotonically withudu, while the
u^ntun1&u2 overlap decreases monotonically, and the oppo
happens foru^nm,tun2&u2. The range of variation is deter
mined by the values of the three anglesu12, u23, andu13.
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In conclusion, the set of overlapsu^naun j&u2 ~that is, a
complete solution for the flavor boxes! is equivalent to a
perfect determination of the three mixing anglesand of the
value of the phased, but with an ambiguity of sign. The
mass-flavor overlaps can be determined without ever m
suring anyCP or T violation effects, and therefore the abs
lute valueudu can be measured without observing any su
effect. Of course, mathematical consistency implies tha
the determination ofudu differs from the special values 0 o
6p, thenCP andT violation effects must exist, and we ca
predict their existence and theirsizebut not theirsign.

A. Quasibimaximal mixing

To illustrate our discussion with a concrete example
can be instructive to consider in more detail the cases
‘‘bimaximal’’ and ‘‘quasibimaximal’’ mixing. Bimaximal
mixing corresponds to the valuesu125u235p/4 and u13
50 for the mixing angles. The mixing matrix takes then t
form

U5S 1

A2

1

A2
0

2
1

2

1

2

1

A2

1
1

2
2

1

2

1

A2

D . ~10!

It is well known that in this case the phased is physically
irrelevant. In quasibimaximal mixing we allow for a sma
nonvanishing value ofu13. In first order, that is, neglecting
u13

2 and approximatingc13.1, the mixing matrix becomes

U5S 1

A2

1

A2
s13e

2 id

2
1

2
~11s13e

id!
1

2
~12s13e

id!
1

A2

1
1

2
~12s13e

id! 2
1

2
~11s13e

id!
1

A2

D .

~11!

FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the flavor components of
neutrino mass eigenstates. The mixing angles have the same v
in all three panels:u125u23545°, u13512°, the phased is 0, 180°
and690° in the left, center, and right panel. Note how the quan
ties u^nm,tun1,2&u2 depend on the value ofudu.
2-4
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FIG. 4. Geometrical relation between the flavor and mass eigenvectors in the case of a real mixing matrix (d50 or p). The figure shows
the projections in the (nm ,nt) plane of the mass eigenvectors. Thene vector is coming out of the plane of the figure. The parameters of
mixing matrix are indicated in the plots. See text for more discussion.
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Note that the values ofuUm1u, uUm2u, uUt1u, and uUt2u are
not fully determined by the mixing angles but can vary in t
interval @(12s13)/2,(11s13)/2#. The extreme values in th
interval are reached whend50 or 6p and the matrix is real.
It is interesting to observe that ‘‘maximum symmetry
~when the four elementsu^nm,tun1,2&u are all equal! is ob-
tained whend56p/2 andCP and T violating effects are
largest.

For an understanding of the difference between the ca
d50 andd5p it can be instructive to look at Fig. 4. Th
figure describes bimaximal and quasibimaximal mixi
when U is a real orthogonal matrix. In this case the flav
and mass eigenstates can be represented as two sets of
normal vectors in ordinary 3D space. The three panels in
4 show the projections in the (nm ,nt) plane of the mass
eigenvectors. Thene axis is orthogonal to the plane of th
paper coming out toward the reader. The left panel repres
the case of bimaximal mixing: then3 lies at 45° in the
(nm ,nt) plane while the vectors representingn1 andn2 are
at 45° with respect to thene axis coming out of the plane o
the figure. The center and right panels show the projecti
of the vectors whenu13 is different from zero. In the cente
paneln3 has a small component parallel tone , that is ‘‘out’’
of the plane of the figure~this corresponds toeid51 or d
50); in the right paneln3 has a small component opposite
the ne direction ~‘‘into’’ the plane, corresponding toeid

521 or d5p). Performing a small rotation of the mas
eigenvectors from the situation of the left panel, one c
easily see the effects on the flavor components of the o
mass states. Ford50 ~middle panel! then1 has~in absolute
value! an overlap withnm (nt) larger ~smaller! than 1

2 , and
vice versa forn2. Whend5p ~right panel! the reverse hap
pens. Allowing the matrixU to be complex, these two dis
crete solutions become the two extreme cases of a contin
of possible different mixings.

B. Boxes and triangles

A graphical description of the available information o
the neutrinos mixing has been introduced by Fogli and c
laborators in the form of ‘‘triangle plots’’@19#. A ‘‘solar
triangle’’ plot describes the information about the mass co
ponents ofune&: $uUe1u2, uUe2u2, uUe3u2%, while an ‘‘atmo-
spheric triangle’’ plot describes the information about t
flavor components ofun3&: $uUe3u2, uUm3u2, uUt3u2%. Each
03300
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plot represents a mapping between the values of the thren
components and the points inside an equilateral trian
each component being proportional to the distance from
point to a side of the triangle. The unitarity constraints

(
a

uUa j u251 and (
j

uUa j u251 ~12!

are automatically satisfied since from elementary geom
we know that the sum of the three distances is a const
The triangle plots allow to indicate graphically the allowe
region for the three components. The elementuUe3u2 is
present in both plots and therefore there is a consiste
check between the analysis of solar and atmospheric exp
ments. The allowed regions in the solar and atmospheric
angles carry no information aboutd in the sense that when
the allowed regions in both plots shrink to a single point, t
is equivalent to an infinitely precise determination of t
three mixing angles, withno information aboutd @20#.

More in general one can define six different ‘‘triangle
plots, corresponding to the three rows and columns of
mixing matrix, that is, to the mass~flavor! components of
each flavor~mass! eigenstate. The set of any choice ofthree
~or more! triangle plots~with one case equivalent to the s
of three ‘‘flavor boxes’’! is sufficient to describe~with re-
dundancy! all four mixing parameters includingudu, leaving,
however, ambiguous the sign of the phase. To account
the sign ofd ~that is, measurable only with the direct obse
vation of CP violation effects!, one of the triangles must b
‘‘doubled.’’

IV. NEUTRINO MASSES AND MIXING IN MATTER

The propagation of neutrinos in a medium differs fro
the vacuum case. The effects of the medium can be ta
into account@21# considering an effective potential that
independent from then energy. In the study of flavor transi
tions only the difference between the potentials for differe
flavors is significant; in ordinary~electrically neutral! matter
one has

V5V~ne!2V~nm!5V~ne!2V~nt!5A2GFne , ~13!

whereGF is the Fermi constant andne is the electron den-
sity. The effective potential forn̄ is the opposite of then
2-5
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PAOLO LIPARI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
one: V( n̄)52V(n). For neutrinos traveling close to th
Earth’s surface (r.2.8 g cm23, ne.8.431023 cm23) V
.1.06310213 eV, that corresponds to a length

V21.1850S 2.8 g cm23

r D S 0.5

Ye
D km ~14!

(Ye is the number of electrons per nucleon!. The effective
Hamiltonian forn ’s or n̄ ’s propagating in matter can then b
written

H~n!5H01Hm, H~ n̄ !5H0* 2Hm ~15!

as the sum of the vacuum Hamiltonian:

H05
1

2En
U diag@m1

2 ,m2
2 ,m3

2#U† ~16!

and a matter term that in the flavor basis~neglecting a term
proportional to the unit matrix! has the form

~Hm!ab5Vdaedbe . ~17!

The effective Hamiltonian in matter can be diagonalized
obtain effective squared mass values and an effective mi
matrix in matter that will in general be different forn andn̄.

The matricesUm
n , Um

n̄ can be parametrized with the form~7!
obtaining the parametersu12

m,n , u13
m,n , u23

m,n , and dm,n, and

similarly for n̄. The solution of this problem involves a cub
equation and can be solved analytically@22# to obtain the
effective parameters as a function of the productVEn ; how-
ever, the solution is sufficiently complex not to be partic
larly illuminating, and is not repeated here.

One representative example of the dependence of the
fective squared masses and mixing parameters in matte
the productVEn is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7~the densityr
is proportional to the potentialV for a constant value of the
electron fractionYe5 1

2 ). Several important features ar
clearly visible most notably the ‘‘resonance’’ for the ang
u13 at En.uDm23

2 u/(2V). More discussion is contained i
Appendix C.

V. OSCILLATION PROBABILITIES IN VACUUM

The calculation of the oscillation probabilities in vacuu
is a well-known problem that is briefly outlined here. Th
evolution equation for a neutrino state is

i
d

dx
na5H0na5Fl11

1

2En
U diag@m1

2 ,m2
2 ,m3

2#U†Gna ,

~18!

where the HamiltonianH0 has been written separating
term proportional to the unit matrix that can be dropped
cause it is irrelevant to the transition probabilities,m1 , m2,
and m3 are then mass eigenvalues, andU is the mixing
matrix. The solution of this equation forx5L is
03300
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nb~L !5H U expS 2 i
L

2En
diag@m1

2 ,m2
2 ,m3

2# DU†J
ba

na~0!.

~19!

The probability for thena→nb transition (a,b5e,m,t) is
then

P~na→nb ;En ,L !

5U(
j ,k

Ub j$e
2 i (L/2En) diag@m1

2 ,m2
2 ,m3

2#% jkUak* U2

~20!

5(
j ,k

Ub jUbk* Ua j* Uak expH 2 i ~mj
22mk

2!
L

2En
J .

~21!

This expression can be expanded more explicitly~here and in
all of the following we will always consider only nondiago
nal transitionsaÞb; this is no loss of generality, since th
survival probabilities can be obtained from unitarity! as

P~na→nb!5
Aab

12

2
@12cosD12#1

Aab
23

2
@12cosD23#

1
Aab

13

2
@12cosD13#

162J@sinD121sinD232sinD13#, ~22!

where

FIG. 5. Effective squared mass eigenvalues in matter, plotte

a function ofEnr, the top~bottom! panel is forn ( n̄). The squared
mass values are:m1

250, m2
25731025 eV2, m3

25331023 eV2;
the mixing parameters are:u12540°, u23545°, u1357°, d545°.
2-6
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D jk5
Dmjk

2 L

2En
5

~mk
22mj

2!L

2En
, ~23!

Aab
jk 524 Re@Ua jUb j* Uak* Ubk#, ~24!

andJ is the Jarlskog@23# parameter:

J5Jem
1252Im@Ue1Um2* Ue2* Um2# ~25!

5c13
2 s13s12c12s23c23sind, ~26!

where we have also given explicitly the expression in ter
of the mixing parameters used in our convention. The c
tribution of the first line in Eq.~22! is symmetric under a
time reversal~a replacementa↔b) or a CP transformation
~a replacementU↔U* ), while the contribution of the sec
ond line changes sign both in case of aT or CP transforma-
tion ~remaining identical forCPT tranformations!. The 1
(2) in Eq. ~22! is valid for neutrinos~antineutrinos! when
(a,b) are in cyclic order, that is, (a,b)5(e,m), (m,t),
(t,e). For (a,b) in anticyclic order the sign must be re
versed. The term@sinD121sinD232sinD13# can also be re-
written as the product 4 sin(D12/2)sin(D23/2)sin(D13/2).

FIG. 6. Mixing parameters in matter as a function of the prod
Enr: Top panel, sin2 2u12

m ; bottom panel, sin2 2u13
m . The squared

mass values are:m1
250, m2

25731025 eV2, m3
25331023 eV2;

the mixing parameters in vacuum are:u12540°, u23545°, u13

57°, d545°. The solid curves are forn ’s, the dashed curves fo

n̄ ’s. Note the simple asymptotic forms of the parameters for la
Enr. The dotted lines in the top panel ar
sin2 2u12@Dm12

2 /(2EnV)#2. The dotted line in the bottom panel i
sin2 2u13@Dm13

2 /(2EnV)#2.
03300
s
-

A. High-energy limit

It is interesting to consider the oscillation probability
the limit

Dm12
2 L

4En
!1, ~27!

that is, in the approximation when the oscillations associa
to the longest frequency cannot develop. IfDm12

2 is in the
range suggested by the solar neutrino data, the condition~27!
will be satisfied in all proposed terrestrial experiments. D
veloping Eq.~22! in first order inD12 ~and usingD135D23
1D12) one obtains

P~na→nb!5
~Aab

23 1Aab
13 !

2
@12cosD23#1

Aab
13

2
D12sinD23

62JD12@12cosD23#. ~28!

In this expression the first term is the dominant one a
oscillates with the frequencyDm23

2 /(2En); the other two
terms are corrections proportional toD125Dm12

2 L/(2En).
The last term in Eq.~28! is of great interest because it de
scribesCP and T violation effects. These effects oscillat

t

e

FIG. 7. Effective mixing parameters in matter plotted as a fu
tion of the product Enr. The top panel shows sin2 u23

m ,
the bottom panel shows the Jarlskog parameter:J
5(c13

m)2s13
ms12

mc12
ms23

mc23
m sindm . The squared mass values are:m1

2

50, m2
25731025 eV2, m3

25331023 eV2; the mixing param-
eters in vacuum are:u12540°, u23545°, u1357°, d545°. The

solid curves are forn ’s, the dashed curves forn̄ ’s. The dotted line
in the bottom panel isJvacDm13

2 Dm12
2 /(2EnV)2 and indicates the

asymptotic form of the parameter for largeEnr. Note how the

asymptotic form is the same forn ’s and n̄ ’s.
2-7
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with the same frequency as the leading term, and there
for the detection it is convenient to chooseL andEn so that
uDm23

2 uL/(2En)5(2n11)p with n an integer. When this
condition is satisfied theCP and T violation effects have a
maximum. The amplitude of the oscillations of theCP andT
violating effects is proportional to the Jarlskog parame
and toDm12

2 , therefore the possibility of the detection ofCP
andT violation effects is possible only if three conditions a
satisfied: ~1! Dm12

2 is sufficiently large; ~2! sin 2u12

52c12s12 is large;~3! u13 is also large.
The first two conditions are satisfied only if the explan

tion to the solar neutrino problem is the LMA solution. No
also that the amplitude of theCP andT violation effects also
grows as}L/En .

Examples of the oscillation probabilitiesP(ne→nm) and
P( n̄e→ n̄m) in the regime discussed here can be seen in
8 and in the top panels of Figs. 9 and 10 that illustrate
qualitative features discussed above.

B. Very high-energy limit

For very largeEn ~keepingL fixed!, also the fast oscilla-
tions connected with the largeruDm23

2 u cannot fully develop;
it is then possible to rewrite expression~22! as a power se-
ries:

P~na→nb!5AabS Dm23
2 L

4En
D 2

1BabS Dm23
2 L

4En
D 3

1•••,

~29!

where the constantsAab andBab are

Aab5Aab
12 x12

2 1Aab
13 ~11x12!

21Aab
23 ~30!

and

Bab568Jx12~11x12!. ~31!

FIG. 8. Oscillation probability for the transitionne→nm plotted
as a function ofEn for a fixed value of the path lengthL
5730 km. The oscillation parameters are fixed, and are given
side the figure. The four curves are for neutrinos and antineutr
in vacuum and in matter.
03300
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Note thatAab is symmetric forCP and T transformations
while Bab is antisymmetric.

VI. OSCILLATION PROBABILITIES IN MATTER

In this section we will develop some expressions for t
oscillation probabilities in matter with constant density. T
density along the trajectory of a neutrino traveling inside
Earth will change slowly, and for the interpretation of re
data it will be necessary to integrate numerically the flav
evolution equation taking into account these variations, ho
ever, it is a good approximation, sufficient for the purpos
of this discussion, to consider the density constant for
trajectories that do not cross the mantle-core boundary,
is, all trajectories that haveL&1.063104 km. In the ap-
proximation of constant density the problem of calculati
the oscillation probabilities is elementary, in fact one c
simply use the expressions developed in the previous sec
with the replacementsU→Um andmj

2→M j
2 , whereUm and

M j
2 the effective mixing matrix and squared mass eigenv

ues in matter, that can be easily calculated as a functio
the parameter 2VEn52A2GFneEn . The limit of this ap-
proach is that the expressions for the effective mixing para
eters in matter are complicated, and the results are not tr
parent.

In order to gain understanding, we have calculated

-
s

FIG. 9. Oscillation probability for the transitionne→nm plotted
as a function ofEn for a fixed value of the path lengthL
53000 km. The oscillation parameters are fixed, and are indica

in the figure. The solid~dashed! curves are forn ( n̄). The top
~bottom! panel gives the probability for propagation in vacuu
~matter!.
2-8
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expression for the oscillation probabilities that is valid in t
limit of large En , or more rigorously for y
5uDm23

2 uL/(4En),1. In this situation it is interesting to
write down the oscillation probability as a power series iny,
generalizing Eq.~29!. The first three terms of this expansio
are

P~na→nb!5AabS Dm23
2 L

4En
D 2F S 2

LVD 2

sin2S LV

2 D G
1BabS Dm23

2 L

4En
D 3F S 2

LVD 2

sin2S LV

2 D G
1CabS Dm23

2 L

4En
D 3

LVH 48

~LV!4Fsin2S LV

2 D
2S LV

4 D sin~LV!G J 1••• . ~32!

The quantitiesAab , Bab , and Cab are adimensional con
stants that depend only on the ratiox125Dm12

2 /Dm23
2 and the

four neutrino mixing parameters. They have the import
symmetry properties

Aab51Aba51Aāb̄51Ab̄ā , ~33!

Bab52Bba52Bāb̄51Bb̄ā , ~34!

FIG. 10. Oscillation probability for the transitionne→nm plot-
ted as a function ofEn for a fixed value of the path lengthL
57000 km. The oscillation parameters are fixed, and are indic

in the figure. The solid~dashed! curves are forn ( n̄). The top
~bottom! panel gives the probability for propagation in vacuu
~matter!.
03300
t

Cab51Cba52Cāb̄52Cb̄ā . ~35!

Equation~32! is the main result of this paper; it is derived
Appendix A. Note that the oscillation probability~in the ap-
proximation of highEn) has been written as the sum of thre
contributions:~1! A leading contribution}En

22 that is invari-
ant for CP or T transformation;~2! a T and CP violating
contribution}En

23 that changes sign both for a time revers
and aCP transformation~and is therefore invariant for a
CPT transformation!; ~3! a third contribution also}En

23 that
is induced by matter effects. This contribution is symmet
for a time reversal but changes sign exchangingn with n̄.

The adimensional constantsAab , Bab , andCab can be
calculated from the neutrino masses and mixing: It is
markable that the first two constants areidentical to the co-
efficients in the vacuum case@Eqs.~30! and~31!#. They can
be written as

Aba5~H0!ab~H0!ab* «22, ~36!

Bba5Im@~H0!ab* ~H 0
2!ab#«23, ~37!

Cba56
1

6
Re$~H0!ab* @2~H0!ae~H0!eb

2~H 0
2!ab~dae1dbe!#%«

23; ~38!

here H0 is the free Hamiltonian @Eq. ~18!#, «

5Dm23
2 /(4En), and the6 sign refers ton ( n̄). It can be

checked that by adding to the Hamiltonian a term prop
tional to the unit matrix the coefficients do not change.

The three contributions to the oscillation probability ha
different dependences on the neutrino path lengthL. These
dependencies are also simple power laws whenL is shorter
than ;2V21 ~in practice when L is shorter than
;1500 km). Developing Eq.~32! for smallVL one obtains

P~na→nb!.AabS Dm23
2

4En
D 2

L2F12
~VL!2

12
1•••G

1BabS Dm23
2

4En
D 3

L3F12
~VL!2

12
1•••G

1CabS Dm23
2

4En
D 3

L4VF12
~VL!2

15
1•••G .

~39!

The three contributions to the oscillation probability ha
dependences}L2 for the leading term,}L3 for the CP and
T violation effects, and}L4 for the matter induced effects.

To clarify the simple meaning of this equation let us co
sider an experiment with a fixed baselineL. The oscillation
probabilities for the four reactions connected byCP and T
transformations can be written as a power series inEn

21 :

P~na→nb!5
A

En
21

B

En
3 1

C

En
31•••, ~40!

d

2-9
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P~nb→na!5
A

En
22

B

En
3 1

C

En
31•••, ~41!

P~ n̄a→ n̄b!5
A

En
22

B

En
3 2

C

En
31•••, ~42!

P~ n̄b→ n̄a!5
A

En
21

B

En
3 2

C

En
31••• . ~43!

These probabilities have a leading term that is equal for
four channels and two next order terms; one~proportional to
B) that is due to the fundamentalCP violation effects, and
one~proportional toC) that is the result of the matter effec
on the neutrino propagation. If one could excavate a tun
along the neutrino path~to obtain vacuum oscillations! theC
term in the probability would vanish, while theA and B
would be modified. ForL&3000 km the value ofA and B
are approximately equal in matter and in vacuum.

In an ideal experimental program one could measure
four transitions and determine separately the coefficientA, B,
and C, however, if only two channels are experimenta
accessible~for example,ne→nm andn̄e→ n̄m) a single~even
ideal! experiment cannot disentangle the matter effects fr
CP violations because they have the same functional dep
dence. There are several possible strategies to solve this
biguity. One solution is to perform two experiments wi
different baselines. The coefficientsB and C have different
dependences onL ~for L smaller than 2V21 the dependence
are approximately}L3 and}L4, respectively!, and a com-
parison of the oscillation rates of the two experiments allo
in principle, to separate the two effects.

It can appear surprising that for largeEn the oscillation
probabilities in matter are so similar to the vacuum ca
since the mixing parameters differ dramatically from t
vacuum case. This is the result of some remarkable can
lations. For example, it is possible to show that the com
nation of parameters

F5JDm12
2 Dm23

2 Dm13
2

5c13
2 s13c12s12c23s23sindDm12

2 Dm23
2 Dm13

2 ~44!

is independentfrom the matter effects, that is

Fmat,n5Fmat,n̄5Fvacuum. ~45!

This result has been demonstrated for the first time by H
rison, Perkins, and Scott in Ref.@24#, and has the importan
consequence that theCP violating term of the oscillation
probability is also independent from the matter effects if
n path lengthL is short with respect to the three vacuu
oscillation lengths (4p/uDmjk

2 u) and the matter length 2p/V.
In fact,
03300
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,
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DPCP52JFsinS Dm12
2 L

4En
D sinS Dm23

2 L

4En
D sinS Dm13

2 L

4En
D G

.
1

32

L3

En
3 JDm12

2 Dm23
2 Dm13

2 5
1

32

L3

En
3F. ~46!

Similarly, the combinations

Gab5Aab
12 ~Dm12

2 !21Aab
13 ~Dm13

2 !21Aab
23 ~Dm23

2 !2, ~47!

whereAab
jk 524 Re@Ua jUb j* Uak* Ubk#, are also independen

from the matter effects.
The existence of these cancellations has been discuss

detail in Ref.@25# in the one mass-scale approximation~the
limit Dm12

2 →0). The general demonstration is technica
more demanding, however, the results can be readily veri
numerically. A simpler and much more interesting demo
stration of these results can be obtained not by the b
force approach of comparing the product of explicit expr
sions to the parameters, but by using the power series ex
sion outlined in Appendix A.

It can be, however, interesting to see the ‘‘magic’’ of th
cancellation in Eq.~45! in an explicit example that is worked
out in Appendix C.

VII. DISCUSSION

Plots of the oscillation probabilities for the transitionsne

→nm and n̄e→ n̄m as a function ofEn for three different
values of the path length,L5730, 3000, and 7000 km in
vacuum and in matter are shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10.
illustrate more clearly the behavior of the oscillation pro
ability for high En , in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 we show plots o
the oscillation probability multiplied byEn

2 . To compute the
matter effects we have used the exact expression assum
homogeneous medium with constant density along then
path. Since trajectories with longerL reach deeper inside th
Earth where the density is larger, the estimated average

FIG. 11. In this figure we plot as a function ofEn ~for a fixed
value L5730 km) the productP(ne→nm)3En

2 . The different
curves correspond to different values of the phased. The values of
the other parameters are indicated inside the plot.
2-10
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sity is a function of the path length: forL5730, 3000, and
7000 km we have usedr52.84, 3.31, and 4.12 g cm23,
always assuming an electron fractionYe50.5. These ex-
amples exhibit a number of striking features that we w
discuss in the following.

A. The measurement ofu13

The focus of this work is on the measurement ofCP
violation effects, however, here are included some comm
about the measurement ofu13. This measurement is signifi
cantly easier, and the ‘‘optimization’’ of an experiment
program is much less ambiguous than for the measurem
of CP violation effects. It is important to stress the point th
the ‘‘optimum’’ choice of L and Em for this measuremen
will not in general coincide with the optimum choice forCP
violation studies.

The key point for this measurement is the existence o
range of En where the probabilities for thene↔nm and
ne↔nt are enhanced because of matter effects. This
hancement, clearly visible in Figs. 9 and 10, is present
n ’s if Dm23

2 .0 and forn̄ ’s if Dm23
2 ,0, therefore evidence

of a nonvanishingu13 should also determine the sign o
Dm23

2 @25#. The enhancement of the transition probability
related to the existence of a Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenst
~MSW! resonance for the angleu13. The effective angleu13

m

FIG. 12. In this figure we plot as a function of the neutrin
energyEn ~for a fixed valueL5730 km) the productP(ne→nm)
3En

2 . The different curves describe the probability with and wit
out matter effects.
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becomes in factp/4 at an energyEres:

Eres.
uDm23

2 u
2V

cos 2u13

.14.1S uDm23
2 u

331023 eV2D S 2.8 g cm23

r D GeV. ~48!

The position of the enhancement of the oscillation, howev
doesnot coincide with the resonance energy but it is at
lower energyEpeak,Eres. There are three essential poin
about the matter enhancement that should be stressed.

The position of the enhancement~that is, the value of
Epeak) is determined to a good approximation, for smallu13,
only by uDm23

2 u and the path lengthL. The value ofEpeakcan
be easily calculated exactly; an approximate formula that
scribes reasonably well theL dependence is

E peak.
uDm23

2 uL
2p12VL

. ~49!

Note that for smallL this coincides with the highest energ
where the vacuum oscillation probability has a maximu
(E* 5uDm23

2 uL/2p), while asymptotically ~for L→`)
E peak→Eres.

FIG. 13. In this figure we plot as a function of the neutrin
energyEn the productP(ne→nm)3En

2 , for a fixed value of the
neutrino path lengthL53000 km. The top panel is for vacuum
oscillations, the bottom one includes matter effects.
2-11
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The size of the enhancement of the oscillation probabi
in good approximation~for small u13), dependsonly on the
path lengthL. In reasonably good approximation

Ppeak

Pvacuum
.S 12

VL

VL1p D 22

.11
2

p
VL1

2

p
~VL!21••• .

~50!

The width of the enhancement region scales linearly w
uDm23

2 u.
Therefore knowingDm23

2 and given the path lengthL of
an experiment, we knowa priori where ~at what En) the
enhancement will be present, and also how large it will
The value of the probability in the enhancement region
proportional to sin22u13 that is unknown, and therefore is no
predictable~at least without a successful theory of then
mixing!.

To illustrate these points, in Fig. 14 we plot the value
Epeak ~top panel!, the enhancement factor (Ppeak/Pvac) for
Dm23

2 5331023 eV2, and several values ofu13 ~the values
of the other parameters are to a good approximation not
portant!. It can be seen that whenu13 is small the curves are
independent from its value.

These results can be easily understood qualitatively, s
for this purpose it is sufficient to approximateDm12

2 .0. In
this approximation the oscillation probabilities involvin

FIG. 14. The top panel shows as a function of then path length
L the energyE peak where the probabilities forne↔nm,t transitions
have the matter enhanced maximum. The bottom panel show
size of the matter enhancement. The different curves correspon
different values ofs13. For smalls13 the position of the peak and
the size of the enhancement are independent froms13.
03300
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electron neutrinos are proportional to the two flavor formu
~see Appendix B!. The oscillation probabilities for the tran
sitionsnm→ne are then given by

Pne↔nm
5

s2 sin2u23

s21c2~17E/Eres!
2

3sin2FDm2L

4En
As21c2~17E/Eres!G ~51!

~where we have used the shorthand notations5sin 2u13, c
5cos 2u13). It is trivial to obtain exactly the energyEn of the
absolute maximum of this probability and its value. The p
sition of the maximum in general does not correspond to
the resonant energy, when the first factor is largest, beca
at the resonance the oscillation length becomes very lon

l res5
lvacuum~Eres!

sin 2u13
~52!

~where lvac54pEn /uDm23
2 u is the vacuum oscillation

length! and the oscillations do not have time to develop. T
maximum is found at a lower energy, where the mixing p
rameter is smaller but the phase of the oscillations is clos
p/2.

A detailed analysis of the position of the ‘‘peak’’ in th
oscillation probability and the value of the probability at th
peak shows the existence of a weak dependence on the
parameters of the mixing matrix,Dm12

2 , u12, andd. There-
fore a careful study of the shape of the oscillation probabi
for the enhanced channel (ne→nm or n̄e→ n̄m depending on
the sign ofDm23

2 ) can in principle give information ond.
This line of research is actively pursued@26#. A fundamental
difficulty is that since matter effects are very large close
the resonance, they are not easy to subtract, and the u
tainties of the matter density profile along the neutrino p
can be reflected into effects on the probability of the sa
size as theCP violation effects.

B. The ‘‘vacuum mimicking’’ region

Looking at Fig. 8 one can note a remarkable featu
namely, the fact that the oscillation probabilities forL
5730 km andEn&0.5 GeV are approximately independe
from the presence of matter. This phenomenon has been
served before, in particular by Minakata and Nunokawa@11#,
who refer to it as ‘‘vacuum mimicking.’’ At first sight the
closeness of the oscillations in matter and vacuum for en
gies as large as 0.5 GeV traveling in ordinary matter m
seem surprising, since we can expect, and indeed it is
case, the effective squared mass values and mixing pa
eters are modified by the matter potential, however, th
modifications of the oscillation parameters arenot reflected
in the oscillation proabilities if the neutrino path length
sufficiently short, namely ifVL!1. In fact it can be proved
~see Appendix A! that the differenceDPmatter5Pmatter
2Pvacuum~for a homogeneous medium! can be expressed a
a power series inVL and becomes negligible forVL small
no matter how different from the vacuum values are the

he
to
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CP VIOLATION EFFECTS AND HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
fective squared masses and mixing parameters that c
spond to the productVEn parameters.

This is illustrated in Fig. 15 which describes differe
regions in the plane (L,En) where the oscillation probabili
ties for the ne↔nm,t transitions have different qualitativ
properties. The figure is constructed forDm23

2 53
31023 eV2, Dm12

2 5731025 eV2, and for the potential
V51.0631023 eV ~that corresponds to the Earth’s crust!.

~1! The effects of matter on the oscillation probability c
be significant only ifL is close or larger than 2V21 that is
close or to the right of the line labeleda. For growingL the
matter effects become more and more important~compare
Figs. 8, 9, and 10! and a more and more serious backgrou
for CP violation studies.

FIG. 15. In this figure are indicated some interesting regions
the space (L,En) of the oscillation probability forne↔nm and
ne↔nt transitions. The region above the dot-dashed line is the
where the high-energy expansion is valid. In the region delimi
by the dashed line the oscillation probabilities in matter and
vacuum are to a good approximation equal. The line labeleA
shows then energy where the oscillation probability has the larg
matter induced enhancement. The line is drawn only if the ma
mum enhancement is larger than 20%. The line labeled wita
shows the relation L52V21 for the Earth’s crust (r
52.8 g cm23). The lines b and c show the relationsEn

5uDm23
2 uL/(2p) andEn5Dm12

2 L/(2p), that is, the highest energ
where the oscillation probability has a maximum. Lined indicates
the approximate energy for whichu13 passes through a resonanc
and line e shows the energy above which matter effects mod
significantly the mixing parameters.
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~2! Curve b is defined byEn5uDm23
2 uL/(2p), and indi-

cates the position of the highest energy maximum of
transition probabilities; above this line they decrease mo
tonically without further oscillations.

~3! Curve c is defined by the relationEn5Dm12
2 L/(2p)

and gives the highest energy where the slow~‘‘solar’’ !
vacuum oscillations have a maximum.

~4! Matter effects are particularly spectacular forEn

.uDm23
2 u/(2V) ~curve d) when u13 undergoes an MSW

resonance.
~5! The matter effects have negliglible effects on the

fective squared masses and mixing~and therefore no effec
on the transition probabilities! if En!Dm12

2 /(2V) ~curvee).
For u12Þp/4 this corresponds also~adding a factor
cos 2u12) to the location of the MSW resonance for the ang
u12.

~6! The ‘‘high-energy region’’ that is the main focus o
this work corresponds to the region above the thick d
dashed lines, when the probability is not oscillating a
more.

~7! The ‘‘vacuum mimicking region’’ corresponds to th
short path length ~significantly shorter than 2V21

.3700 km. In order to accessCP ~T! violation effects
where they are large, the energy must also be small eno
to see the development of several oscillations. This qua
tively corresponds to the region delimited by the thi
dashed line.

~8! Finally the thick curve labeledA indicates the energy
where the MSW enhancement~or suppression! of the prob-
ability is most important~corresponding toEpeakdiscussed in
the previous subsection. The line is plotted only when
enhancement of the probability is larger than 20%. The
hancement becomes more and more important with grow
L @see Eq.~50!#. The best place to search for a nonvanishi
u13 is close to this line.

C. High-energy neutrinos

We will now discuss in more detail the behavior of th
oscillation probabilities for highEn when they are monotoni
cally decreasing. Some important features of the oscillat
probability in vacuum, illustrated in Fig. 11, show the pro
uct Pne→nm

3En
2 plotted as a function ofEn for a fixed value

L5730 km: ~1! For largeEn the oscillation probability is
well approximated with the formA/En

2 ; ~2! the value of the
constantA ~keeping all other parameters fixed! depends on
the value of the cosd ~this is a crucial remark!; ~3! the CP
violation effects~present when sindÞ0) have an energy de
pendence}En

23 .
Figure 12 illustrates how the oscillation probability

modified by the matter effects~for the sameL5730 km and
the samen masses and mixing as the previous figure!. The
probabilities in vacuum and in matter for the longer pa
length L53000 km are shown in Fig. 13. Some importa
points are the following:~1! Matter effects generate an/ n̄
asymmetry;~2! the matter induced asymmetry has the sa
energy dependence (}En

23) as the one generated by the fu
damentalCP violation effects;~3! the effects of the phased
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PAOLO LIPARI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
and of matter can both contribute to the observablen/ n̄
asymmetry, either adding or subtracting from each other;~4!
the effects of matter depend strongly on the path lengthL;
~5! the relative importance of the matter induced asymme
with respect to the asymmetry generated by the fundame
CP violation effects grows approximately linearly withL
@see Eqs.~32! and~39!#, and the ‘‘background’’ of the matte
induced asymmetry is a much more serious problem aL
53000 km;~6! the effect of the presence of matter on t
leading-order term (A/En

2) of the transition probability also
depend on the path lengthL ~i! for short L the constant in
matterAmat is equal to the vacuum valueAvac, ~ii ! for longer
L (L*2V21) the leading term of the oscillation probabilit
is suppressed@see again Eqs.~32!#; however, one hasAmat
5F(LV)3Avac, that is, the constantA is proportional to the
vacuum value with a proportionality factor that depends o
on the product ofVL; therefore a measurement of the leadi
term again carries information about cosd.

D. The leading term in the oscillation probability and zdz

The leading term in the oscillation probability;Aab /En
2

is equal for all the four transitions related by aCP or a T
transformation, however, in principle its measurement,
gether with a precise determination of the other oscillat
parameters, can give information about the phased. In fact,
most of the sensitivity tod claimed by recent analysis of th
potential of high energyn factories, is essentially the resu
of a high precision measurement of the constantA. Consid-
ering all other parameters as fixed andDm23

2 positive, the
constantAem is largest whend50, and decreases monoton
cally with growing udu, reaching a minimum value forudu
5p. ConverselyAet is maximum forudu5p and minimum
for d50. For Dm23

2 ,0 the dependence ofAem and Aet on
udu is reversed.

It is simple to give a qualitative explanation for this b
havior. The constantAab can be expressed as the sum
three contributions each one associated to a squared
difference:

Aab5Aab
12 3x12

2 1Aab
13 3~11x12!

21Aab
23 31. ~53!

In this expression each factor Aab
jk

524 Re@Ua jUak* Ub j* Ubk# is weighted proportionally to to
the square of the relative squared mass differenceDmjk

2 . The
general expressions for the different terms in our parame
zation of the mixing matrix are easily calculated. For t
ne↔nm transitons one has

Aem
1254s12

2 c12
2 c13

2 ~c23
2 2s13

2 s23
2 !1~c12

2 2s12
2 !s13s23c23cosd,

~54!

Aem
1354s13

2 c13
2 s23

2 c12
2 14s12c12s13c13

2 s23c23cosd, ~55!

Aem
2354s13

2 c13
2 s23

2 s12
2 24s12c12s13c13

2 s23c23cosd. ~56!

One can see that the termAem
12 is nonvanishing also fors13

50, and in fact is related to the ‘‘solar oscillations.’’ No
also that the sumAem

131Aem
23 is independent fromd ~and from
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u12), however, the two individual terms do depend on t
phase~and also onu12). For cosd→1 the termAem

13 becomes
largest whileAem

23 becomes smallest; this is a consequence
the fact that the overlapu^nmun1&u is largest for cosd51 ~see
discussion in Sec. III!. This has simple but important conse
quences when considering the combination~53!. Whenx12 is
positive ~that is for Dm23

2 positive! one has uDm13
2 u

.uDm23
2 u and the contributionA13 receives the larges

weight, therefore thee-m oscillations have the highest prob
ability when Aem

13 is largest that is when cosd51. For x12

negative (Dm23
2 ,0) one hasuDm13

2 u.uDm12
2 u and therefore

it is the termA23 that receives the larger weight, therefore t
probability is largest whenA23 is largest, that is for cosd
50. A similar discussion can be performed fore-t transi-
tions. In this case the oscillation probability is largest wh
cosd50 for Dm23

2 .0, and when cosd51 for Dm23
2 ,0.

For a simple illustration we can consider the case of q
sibimaximal mixing (u235u135p/4). Keeping only terms
in first and second order ins13 one obtains

Aem,et5
1

2
~12s13

2 !x12
2 12s13

2 1s13cosd@~11x12!
221#.

~57!

One can recognize three main contributions that can be c
sidered as the ‘‘solar contribution,’’ the ‘‘u13 contribution,’’
and the ‘‘mass splitting effect.’’

~1! The first term}x12
2 , is due to the effect of oscillations

involving only the statesn1 and n2. This contribution is
nonvanishing also foru1350, it is ‘‘guaranteed’’ to exist,
since it is responsible for the oscillations of solar neutrin

~2! The second contribution}s13
2 , can be understood a

oscillations between the staten3 and the quasidegenera
pairsn1-n2. This contribution is independent from the sol
tion of the solar neutrino problem and can in fact exist a
for Dm12

2 →0, however, it can be arbitrarily small since it
proportional tos13

2 for which exists only an upper limit.
~3! The third contribution is}s13x12cosd, and is nonva-

nishing only if bothDm12
2 , ands13 are nonzero. It arises a

the consequence of the different weights for the oscillatio
‘‘between’’ the pairs of statesn1-n3, or n2-n3 due to the
associated squared mass difference. This is the contribu
that carries information about the phased.

An important remark is that, for a large interval of value
whens13 decreases it becomeseasierto measure the contri
bution of the cosd term, even if it becomes smaller. Th
happens because the leading contribution is usually the ‘u13

term’’ that is }s13
2 and decreases quadratically withs13,

while the cosd contribution decreases only linearly withs13.
In fact, Cerveraet al. @15# in their analysis of the sensitivity
of n-factory experiment have found~see Fig. 22 in their
work! that the range ofDm12

2 where it is possible to distin-
guishd50 andd5p/2 is approximately constant~with ac-
tually a smallincrease! whenu13 becomes smaller, down to
the smallest angles they investigated. This observation se
a paradox, since theCP violation effects decrease linearl
with s13. However, the observation is correct, and can
easily understood with the argument outlined above. If
2-14
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CP VIOLATION EFFECTS AND HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 033002
authors of Ref.@15# had studied the possibility to discrim
nate betweend52p/2 and d51p/2 the allowed region
would be significantly smaller, and shrink linearly withu13.
This in fact reveals the conceptual difference between m
suringCP violation effects and measuring the phased.

In summary:
~1! The measurement of the leading term in the oscillat

that is a quantity symmetric underCP andT transformations
gives information about the value of cosd. This result does
not allow us to determine the sign of theCP violation ef-
fects.

~2! A precise measurement of the leading term in the
cillation probability is significant as a measurement ofudu
only if the other oscillation parameters can be measu
separately with a sufficient accuracy. The requirement on
precision of the measurements of the ‘‘solar parameters’’u12

and Dm12
2 are particularly stringent@they can be deduce

from Eqs.~53!–~57!#.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have addressed the question of the o
mum strategy, that is, the best choice ofn energy and path
length, to measure the two remaining completely unkno
parameters in the neutrino mixing matrix@27#, that is, the
angleu13 and the phased.

For the measurement ofu13 it is possible to make a stron
case for a highEn and longL program. The oscillation prob
ability for the ne↔nm ~or n̄e↔ n̄m depending on the sign o
Dm2) transitions will be enhanced in a well defined a
precisely predictable energy range. It is in this energy ra
that the search for the effects of a nonvanishingu13 has the
best possibilities. The maximum of the oscillation probabil
corresponds to an energyEpeakthat is proportional touDm23

2 u,
is only weakly dependent onDm12

2 and the mixing param-
eters, and grows with increasingL in a well defined way@see
Eq. ~49! and the following discussion#. For uDm23

2 u53
31023 eV2 Epeakis approximately 1.6, 5.2, and 7.4 GeV fo
L5730, 3000, and 7000 km. The value of the probability
Epeak can be predicted asPne↔nm

max .sin2th2u13sin2 u233F

whereF is a matter enhancement effect that to a good
proximation dependonly on the path lengthL @see Eq.~50!#.
For L5730, 3000, and 7000 km the enhancementF is
;1.25, 2.8, and 10.3. The best strategy for a detection ofu13
is therefore to use a very long path length~since it improves
the signal to background! and design a neutrino beam wit
maximum intensity in the energy range where the probab
is predicted to have the maximum. Note that for this stud
conventional beam@28,29# could be competitive with a neu
trino factory.

The study ofCP and T violation effects is a fascinating
subject, and it is remarkable that if two conditions are sa
fied, ~i! the LMA solution is the explanation of the sola
neutrino problem, and~ii ! u13 is sufficiently large, these ef
fects are in principle observable with accellatorn beams, and
the phased is experimentally measurable; however, these
extraordinarily difficult tasks, and the best strategy is n
easily determined. Very likely in this case the very well co
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trolled and intense beams of an factory are a uniquely well
suited tool; however, the choice ofEm andL is not a simple
decision. A largeEm allows very high event rates, but resul
in high-energy neutrinos that have small oscillation pro
abilities and for which theCP violation effects are strongly
suppressed (}En

23), moreover, the matter effects become
more dangerous source of background.

To analyze quantitatively if the high rates of a hig
energy neutrino factory are sufficient to extract informati
about the phased we have analyzed in detail the oscillatio
probabilities for high-energy neutrinos, expressing the pr
ability as a power series expansion in the adimensional
rametery5uDm23

2 uL/(4En). This expansion is useful wheny
is less than unity, that is, forEn larger than few GeV, even
for the largest possibleL, and reveals several important fe
tures of the probability. Keeping only the lowest order term
in the expansion, the oscillation probabilities is the sum
three contributions:

P5A0~cosd!
L2

En
26BCP sind

L3

En
36CmatV

L4

En
3 . ~58!

One can distinguish:~1! a leading-order contribution}En
22 ,

that is symmetric underCP andT transformation;~2! a CP
andT antisymmetric contribution of orderEn

23 , that depends
linearly on sind; ~3! a matter induced contribution, also pro
portional toEn

23 , that is invariant for aT reversal transfor-

mation, but changes sign replacingn with n̄ ~or vice versa!.
This term is proportional to the potentialV and vanishes in
vacuum.

It is important to note theL dependence of the thre
terms: longerL enhances theCP violation effects, but en-
hances more dramatically the matter effects.

The largest effect of the phased is on the leading term
coefficient A. This coefficient can be measured with gre
precision, and for this purpose a very high energy is
optimum solution, however, the value of cosd extracted from
the measurement only if the squared mass differences
mixing angles are determined~from other measurements!
with sufficient precision. The possibility to obtain the r
quired accuracy for the solar parametersu12 and Dm12

2 is
problematic and should be critically analyzed.

The detection of a genuineCP violation effect is more
difficult. It requires first of all to subtract the matter induce
asymmetry. This can be done having two experiments w
different baselines, and using the differentL behavior of the
two contributions, or studying the energy dependence of
probability down to lowerEn . Note that the effect on the
event rate induced by the fundamentalCP violation is con-
stant with increasingEm , since the increase in the rate}Em

3

is compensated by the suppression in the probability}En
23

for higher energy neutrinos. Since the backgrounds incre
with energy, the optimum solution for the search of t
asymmetry is not an arbitrary high energy.

The distinction between the measurement ofCP violation
effects and the measurement of the phased has also been
stressed in Ref.@12#.
2-15
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The authors of some recent works@15,16# on the sensitiv-
ity of high-energy neutrino factories for the determination
d have neglected to consider the entire interval of definit
of the phasedP@2p,p#, studying only the positive semi
interval. It would be interesting to see a reanalysis of th
works that considers the entire interval of definition ford.
The outcome should be that at least in a significant par
the parameter space an input valued input can be reconstructe
with fits of approximately the same quality asd rec;d input and
d rec;2d input. This would reveal how much of the sensitivit
is coming from the measurement of theCP violating part of
the oscillation probability, and how much is coming from t
high precision measurement of theCP conserving part.

An ambiguity of sign in the dermination ofd leaves am-
biguous also the sign of allCP of T violation effects in the
neutrino sector. This can obviously be a limitation, for e
ample, for a discussion of the relation between these eff
and the observedCP asymmetry of the present univers
More in general, it should be noted that a measuremen
cosd is not rigorosly speaking a measurement ofCP viola-
tions at all, but it implies the existence ofCP violations of
predicted size but unknown sign. One point that in my op
ion would require more attention is the following, the me
surement of cosd ~different from the special values 0 and!
is equivalent to the statement that three flavors, two squa
mass differences, and three mixing angles are insufficien
describe all observed results about then flavor transitions,
and that the inclusion of a new parameter can reconcile
results. It is not clear if this interpretation of the data wou
be unique. It is interesting to discuss if other mechanis
for example the introduction of new neutrino properti
~such as FCNC interactions! or additional small mixings
~‘‘LSND like’’ ! with light sterile states, could also be viab
descriptions of the data.

An experimental program with low-energy neutrinos a
a short path length has, in principle, some very attrac
features:~i! the problem of disentangling the matter effects
much less severe because these effects are small,~ii ! a direct
measurement ofCP violation effects is possible,~iii ! the
oscillation probability can have more structure, and theCP
violation effects can be very large~with DPCP /P;1). Un-
fortunately, the experimental difficulties are enormous,
cause of poor focusing, small cross sections, and the ex
mental difficulty of flavor determination. The question
which one of the two options~high energy or low energy! is
more promising for the measurement of the phased and of
CP violation effects for leptons remains in my view st
open, and more detailed studies have still to be perform
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APPENDIX A: OSCILLATION PROBABILITIES
AS POWER SERIES

Oscillations in vacuum

In this appendix we will show how then oscillation prob-
abilities both in vacuum and in homogeneous matter can
expressed as a power series.

We can start with the vacuum case. In this case, as
cussed in Sec. V, the oscillation probabilities can be cal
lated with simple analytical formulas and are a function
the ratioL/En . It is useful to define the adimensional qua
tity y:

y5
Dm23

2 L

4En
. ~A1!

It is straightforward to expand the oscillation probability as
power series iny:

Pa→b~L,En!5 (
n52

`

cn
a→byn, ~A2!

developing in a Taylor series the trigonometric functions
the analytic expression~22!. The constantscn

a→b are adimen-
sional quantities that can be written as functions of
squared mass ratiox125Dm12

2 /Dm23
2 and of the four mixing

parameters. The expansion~A2! is formally always valid, it
is of course useful only wheny is less than unity, that is, fo
short n path length or highEn . Since the expansion of th
cos (sin) function that describe theCP conserving~violat-
ing! part of the probability has only even~odd! powers of
their argument, the coefficients have the following symme
properties:

cn
a→b51cn

b→a51cn
ā→b̄51cn

b̄→ā for n even,
~A3!

cn
a→b52cn

b→a52cn
ā→b̄51cn

b̄→ā for n odd.

Note in particular that the lowest order~leading! term of the
expansion is exactlyCP conserving, while the next term i
CP antisymmetric. It follows that the determination in a
experiment with a fixed baseline, that the flavor transiti
probability in vacuum vanishes at high energy with the fo
Pna→nb

.aEn
221bEn

23 with bÞ0, would be a proof of the

existence ofCP violations in the neutrino sector.
It is useful to rederive the expansion~A2! of the oscilla-

tion probability with a different method, that can be mo
easily extended to the case of neutrinos propagating in m
ter. TheS matrix for flavor transition can be calculated as

S~na→nb![Sba5exp@2 iH0L#ba , ~A4!

whereH0 is the free Hamiltonian. TheSmatrix for the tran-
sitions ofn̄ ’s can be obtained replacingH0 with the complex
conjugateH0* . Expanding the exponential one has
2-16
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Sba5exp@2 iH0L#ba5dba1~2 iL !~H0!ba

1
1

2!
~2 iL !2~H 0

2!ba1••• . ~A5!

The transition probability can be obtained by squaring
corresponding matrix element:

Pa→b5uSbau2. ~A6!

Collecting all terms proportional toLn for each integern,
one can then obtain the probability as a power series inL.
This actually corresponds to the powers series iny, sinceL
always enters in the combinationH0L or H0* L, and the
Hamiltonian can be written~neglecting a term proportiona
to the unit matrix! as

H05
Dm23

2

4En
U diag@2~112x12!,21,1#U†5

Dm23
2

4En
ĥ

~A7!

and each power ofH0 ~or H0* ) contributes a factor
Dm23

2 /(4En). Writing explicitly the lowest order terms on
finds

Pb→a5@ ĥabĥab* #y21Im@ ĥab* ~ ĥ2!ab#y31••• ~A8!

from where we can read the expressions forc2
a→b and

c3
a→b . The symmetry properties of the coefficients can

easily checked:~1! the lowest order term (}y2) of the prob-
ability is symmetric for time reversal, sinceH0 is an Hermit-
ian matrix: (H0)ab5(H0)ba* ; ~2! the leading term is also
symmetric for aCP transformation since in this case one h
to replace the HamiltonianH0 with its complex conjugate
~3! the next to leading term}y3 is antisymmetric under a
CP or T transformation as can be immediately deduced fr
the fact thatH0 is Hermitian.

The coefficientsuĥabu2 and Im@ ĥab* (ĥ2)ab# can be easily
written in terms of the mixing parameters and the squa
mass ratiox12 verifying that the expansion~A8! is identical
to the one given in Eq.~29!.

Oscillations in matter

The effective Hamiltonians describing the flavor evo
tions of n ’s and n̄ ’s in matter can be written as

HnL5H0L1 p̂eVL5ĥy1 p̂ez, ~A9!

Hn̄L5H0* L2 p̂eVL5ĥ* y2 p̂ez, ~A10!

where we have introduced thene projection operatorp̂e

@with the property (p̂e)
n5 p̂e# that in the flavor basis has th

components (p̂e)ab5daedbe and a second adimension
quantity

z5VL. ~A11!
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Writing the S matrix in an expanded form, squaring th
elementSba , and collecting all terms proportional to (ynzm)
one can obtain the transition probability as a power serie
both y andz:

Pa→b~L,En!5Pa→b~y,z!5 (
n52

`

(
m50

`

cn,m
a→bynzm.

~A12!

Naively one could expect to see terms of order (y0z2), (yz),
and (yz2) but they are present only on the diagonal of theS
matrix and are irrelevant for the transition probabilities.

Note that the set of coefficientscn,0
a→b are of course iden-

tical to the vacuum expansion. From this we can deduce
very important fact: ifz is small, that is, when then path
length is much shorter than the matter lengthV21, the oscil-
lation probabilities are approximately equal to the vacu
case. This in a sense is not an entirely obvious fact, beca
a condition on the path length does not say anything ab
the importance of the matter effects on the neutrino mas
and mixing. It is indeed possible thatEn andV are such that
the mixing parameters are entirely different from the vacu
case~for example, one could sit on a MSW resonance!, how-
ever, if L!V21, the oscillation probabilities will coincide
with the vacuum case. This result, especially in the 3n case,
appear as the consequence of some remarkable ‘‘canc
tions’’ between the effective values of the mixing paramet
and squared masses, however, in this formalism it is enti
natural and obvious.

Some important symmetry of the coefficients are the f
lowing:

cn,m
a→b51cn,m

b→a51cn,m
ā→b̄51cn,m

b̄→ā

for n even andm even,

cn,m
a→b51cn,m

b→a52cn,m
ā→b̄52cn,m

b̄→ā

for n even andm odd,
~A13!

cn,m
a→b52cn,m

b→a52cn,m
ā→b̄51cn,m

b̄→ā

for n odd andm even,

cn,m
a→b52cn,m

b→a51cn,m
ā→b̄52cn,m

b̄→ā

for n odd andm odd.

Note how the matter effects when they enter with an o
power of the potential have opposite signs forn and n̄.

An explicit calculation of the coefficients of lower orde
in y gives forn52

c2,m(odd)
a→b 50 ~A14!

while for m even one has

c2,m(even)
a→b 5@ ĥab t̂ab* #d2,m , ~A15!

whered2,m are simple numerical coefficients:
2-17
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d2,m(even)5 i m(
k50

m
~21!k

~k11!! ~m112k!!
5

2

~m12!!
i m.

~A16!

For the elements withn53 one has

c3,m(even)
a→b 5Im@ ĥab* ~ ĥ2!ab#d3,m , ~A17!

c3,m(odd)
a→b 5

1

6
Re$ĥab* @2ĥaeĥeb2~ ĥ2!ab~dae1dbe!#%d3,m ,

~A18!

where the quantitiesd3,m are numerical coefficients:

d3,m(even)52i m(
k50

m
~21!k

~k11!! ~m122k!!

5
2

~m12!!
i m for m even, ~A19!

d3,m512i m21(
k50

m
~21!k

~k11!! ~m122k!!

5
12~m11!

~m13!!
i m21 for m odd ~A20!

~the coefficients have been defined so thatd2,05d3,05d3,1
51).

It is useful, for example, when considering an experim
with a fixed baseline, to resum over allz terms, and expres
the probability again as a power series iny ~that corresponds
then to a power series inEn

21), with coefficients that are
distance dependent. For the lowest terms the sum is e
obtained:

(
m50

`

d2,mzm5 (
m(even)50

`

d2,mzm5S 2

zD 2

sin2S z

2D ,

~A21!

(
m(odd)51

`

d2,mzm5
48

z3Fsin2S z

2D2
z

4
sin~z!G . ~A22!

The reason to keep separate the sums of them-even and
m-odd contributions is because they have different symm
properties under aCP transformation. Form even~odd! the
cn,m

a→b coefficients have the same~opposite! sign for n ’s and

n̄ ’s.
It can be interesting to verify the results derived above

the special case of two neutrino mixing, when simple ex
expressions for oscillations probabilities exist. This is do
in the next section.

APPENDIX B: TWO FLAVOR MIXING CASE

It can be useful to to discussne↔nm or ne↔nt oscilla-
tions in the case of two flavor oscillations when the expli
calculation of the oscillation probabilities in matter is ve
simple. Moreover, this case is an exact solution in two int
03300
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esting limiting cases:~1! The limit x12→0 (Dm12
2 small!. In

this case one has to replaceu→u13, Dm2→Dm23
2 . The os-

cillation probabilities for thene↔nm andne↔nt transitions
are then given by the two flavor formula multiplying b
sin2 u23 and cos2 u23; ~2! the limit u13→0. In this case one
has to make the replacementsu→u12, Dm2→Dm12

2 . The
oscillation probabilities for thene↔nm and ne↔nt transi-
tions are then given by the two flavor formula multiplying b
cos2 u23 and sin2 u23.

In the two flavor approximation the vacuum oscillatio
probability is

Pvac~ne→nm!5sin2 2u sin2FDm2L

4En
G . ~B1!

To have the oscillations in matter we simply have to perfo
the replacementsu→um andDm2→(Dm2)m with

sin2 2um5sin2 2uF sin2 2u1S cos 2u7
2EnV

Dm23
2 D 2G21

~B2!

and

~Dm2!m5Dm2Asin2 2u1S cos 2u7
2EnV

Dm2 D 2

. ~B3!

The minus~plus! sign refers to neutrinos~antineutrinos!. It
can be seen that in general:~i! the oscillation probabilities in
vacuum and in matter can be very different from each oth
~ii ! the oscillation probabilities in matter forn and n̄ ’s are
also in general very different.

We are interested in the probability for largeEn . For
vacuum oscillations it is straightforward to expand the pro
ability as a power series iny5Dm2L/(4En):

Pvac.sin2 2uS Dm2L

4En
D 2

2
sin2 2u

3 S Dm2L

4En
D 4

1 . . . .

~B4!

To compute the same expansion for the probabilities in m
ter it is useful to introduce the variable

«5
Dm2

2VEn
; ~B5!

using the shortened notations5sin 2u, c5cos 2u, the oscil-
lation probability in matter can then be rewritten as

Pmat~ne→nm!5
s2«2

172c«1«2 sin2FVL

2
A172c«1«2G .

~B6!

Developing in a power series in« and writing for simplicity
a5VL/2 one obtains

Pmat~ne→nm!5s2«2 sin2a62s2c«3~sin2a2a sina cosa!

1O~«4! ~B7!

that can be rewritten as
2-18
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Pmat~ne→nm!5sin2 2uS Dm2L

4En
D 2F 1

a2 sin2aG
1

sin2 2u cos 2u

3 S Dm2L

4En
D 3F S 6

a3D
3~sin2a2a sina cosa!G1••• . ~B8!

We can note that the first~second! term is symmetric~anti-
symmetric! for the replacementV→2V that is replacingn
with n̄.

Developing the expression~B8! for small a ~that is for
L,V21) and reinserting the definition one obtains

Pmat~ne→nm!5sin2 2uS Dm2L

4En
D 2F12

~VL!2

12
1•••G

1
sin2 2u cos 2u

3 S Dm2L

4En
D 3

3VLF12
~VL!2

15
1•••G1••• . ~B9!

We have obtained with an explicit calculation a set of int
esting results for the oscillation probability in the limit o
large energy:~i! The oscillation probabilities forn ’s and n̄ ’s
become asymptotically equal, and vanish with a leading c
tribution of ordery2;En

22 ; ~ii ! the matter effects generate

correction of opposite sign forn ’s and n̄ ’s. This correction
vanishes more rapidly with increasing energy}y3;En

23 ;
~iii ! for small path lengthL&V21 the matter effects grow
linearly with the matter potentialV; ~iv! again for small path
length the leading-order term of the oscillation probabil
grows with the path length}L2, while the correction due to
the matter effects grows more rapidly}L4.

Comparing Eqs.~B8! and ~B9! with Eqs. ~32! and ~39!
one can see that we have reproduced with an explicit ca
lation the results for the leading-order term of the oscillat
probability and for the matter effects. It is also easy to s
that in the two flavor case considered here the free Ha
tonian and its square can be written in the flavor basis a

H05
Dm2

4En
F2cos 2u sin 2u

sin 2u cos 2uG , ~H0!25S Dm2

4En
D 2F1 0

0 1G .
~B10!

Calculating the coefficientsAem , Bem, andCem according to
the general formulas~36!, ~37!, and ~38! one obtainsA
5sin2 2u, B50 (CP and T violation effects vanish in the
two flavor case!, andC5cos 2u sin2 2u/3 in agreement with
the general result.

APPENDIX C: MASSES AND MIXING
FOR LARGE MATTER EFFECTS

The dependence of the effective squared mass differe
and mixing parameters in matter on the productrEn is
03300
-

n-

u-

e
il-
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shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7~in the figures we assumed a
electron fraction of12 , therefore the densityr and the poten-
tial V are simply proportional!. Several important feature
are clearly visible.

~1! The squared mass eigenvalues and of the mixing
rameters in matter are in general very different for neutrin
and antineutrinos. Reversing the sign ofDm23

2 , the behavior

of n and n̄ ’s to a good approximation is simply exchange
~2! All four mixing parameters~the tree angles and th

phase! change when matter is present, however, when
two mass scalesDm12

2 and uDm23
2 u are of different orders of

magnitude, as indicated by the the data, the angleu23 and the
phased remain approximately constant while the anglesu12
andu13 change much more dramatically.

~3! We can recognize several ranges of the parametea
52EnV where the behavior of the solution has differe
characteristics.

~i! When 2EnV!Dm12
2 , all matter effects are negligible

and the oscillations develop as in the vacuum case.
~ii ! For 2EnV!uDm23

2 u the effective mass and mixing o
the staten3 remain unchanged, butDm12

2 and u12 can be
modified by matter effects~this is interesting only ifDm12

2

!uDm23
2 u). In this situation it is a good approximation to us

the well-known two flavor formulas to obtain (Dm12
2 )m and

u12
m as a function of 2VEn .

~iii ! When 2EnV.uDm23
2 u there is a resonance (u13

m be-
comesp/4). Theresonance is present for neutrinos ifDm23

2

positive or for antineutrinos ifDm23
2 is negative.

~iv! When 2VEm@uDm23
2 u, the behavior of the mixing

angles and squared mass eigenvalues takes a simple
that will be discussed below.

In the study of the effective parameters for large mat
effects @ uDm23

2 u/(2VEn)→0# one has to distinguish two
cases.

Case A corresponds to neutrinos forDm23
2 positive or to

antineutrinos forDm23
2 negative. In this case one has

~Dm12
2 !m→Dm23

2 ,

~Dm23
2 !m→2VEn ,

sin2u13
m→1, cos2u13

m→sin2u13S Dm23
2

2EnVD 2

,

sin2u12
m→;1, cos2u12

m→const.sin2u12

Dm12
2

Dm23
2

.

This means thatun3
m& becomes asymptotically a massiv

pureune& state, thereforeu13→p/2 and cos2u13 vanishes rap-
idly (}2EnV)22. The angleu12 tends to a constant value
reflecting the fact that thene flavor is ‘‘sucked away’’ at the
same rate from theun1& and un2& states. The squared mas
2-19
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difference (Dm23
2 )m grows without bound (→2EnV), while

(Dm12
2 )m approaches the constant value (→Dm23

2 ).
Case B corresponds to neutrinos forDm23

2 negative or to
antineutrinos forDm23

2 positive. In this case one has

~Dm12
2 !m→2VEn ,

~Dm23
2 !m→Dm23

2 ,

sin2u13
m→sin2u13S Dm23

2

2EnVD 2

, cos2u13
m→1,

sin2u12
m→sin2u12S Dm12

2

2EnVD 2

, cos2u12
m→1.

In this case it isun1
m& that becomes the massive pureune&

state, therefore bothu12 and u13 asymptotically vanish
}(2EnV)21, and it is (Dm12

2 )m that grows large (→2EnV)
while Dm23

2 remains approximately unchanged. In both ca
the modifications to the angleu23 and the phased are small
and vanish forDm12

2 /uDm23
2 u small.
B

.

.

03300
s

Note that the behavior of the effective masses and mix
parameters is strikingly different forn ’s and n̄ ’s. However,
there are some important cancellations. For example, coll
ing the expressions for the different factors one can ve
that the the effective Jarlskog parameter in matter@Jm

5(c13
m)2s13

ms12
mc12

ms23
mc23

m sindm# is equal forn and n̄:

Jm
n 5Jm

n̄ →Jvacuum

Dm13
2 Dm12

2

~2EnV!2
~C1!

~see Fig. 7 for the numerical calculation!, as it is the case for
the product of the three effective squared mass differenc

~Dm12
2 !m

n ~Dm23
2 !m

n ~Dm13
2 !m

n 5~Dm12
2 !m

n̄ ~Dm23
2 !m

n̄ ~Dm13
2 !m

n̄

→Dm23
2 ~2VEn!2. ~C2!

Combining the two results satisfies Eq.~45!.
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